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Dephasing of intersublevel polarizations in InAsÕGaAs self-assembled quantum dots
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We have performed time-integrated degenerate four-wave mixing experiments in InAs/GaAs self-assembled
quantum dots. The quantum dots are excited in resonance with an intersublevel transition between the valence
states of the dots. The dephasing timeT2 is deduced from the time dependence of the photon echo amplitude
as a function of the delay between the two incident pulses. At low temperature, a dephasing timeT2 of 15 ps
is measured for a resonant excitation at 7.4mm wavelength. This dephasing corresponds to an homogeneous
broadening of the intersublevel transition of 87meV. The polarization decay time is much longer than the one
observed for resonant intersubband excitations in quantum wells. The dephasing time of the intersublevel
polarization exhibits only a weak temperature dependence, indicating that the dephasing is not dominated by
phonon-assisted scattering mechanisms.
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The coherent interaction between semiconductor quan
dots and optical excitations is a key feature for coher
control1 and quantum information processing wi
nanostructures.2 The dynamic of carriers and the carrier r
laxation in the dots have been extensively studied, b
theoretically3–5 and experimentally.6–8 The phase relaxation
processes are a challenging issue less straightforwar
tackle: an ensemble of semiconductor self-assembled q
tum dots is characterized by a strong inhomogeneous br
ening due to the dot size and shape distribution. This in
mogeneous broadening prevents the measurement of
dephasing time from the spectral linear response of the
semble. For interband excitations, the dephasing times
be measured by local spectroscopy techniques.9 Near-field
optical microscopy techniques can provide the homogene
broadening of localized excitons.10 These experimental dat
give information on the dephasing mechanisms, includ
carrier-carrier interaction, phonon interaction, or lifetim
broadening. The measurement of the excitonic dephasin
semiconductor quantum dots and of the exciton optical li
width in individual quantum dots can be compared to
theoretical predictions to identify the phase break
processes.11,12 In the case of InAs/GaAs self-assembl
quantum dots, the dephasing associated with an interb
excitation was measured by spectral-hole burning, trans
four-wave mixing ~FWM! and wave-packet interferometr
techniques.13–16 Dephasing times ranging between 300 fs
room temperature and 630 ps at low temperature were
ported. FWM experiments were also performed to meas
the phase relaxation time in CdSe nanocrystals.17

Doped semiconductor heterostructures can also be ex
resonantly in the midinfrared spectral range. In this case,
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excitation corresponds to an unipolar mechanism with eit
electrons or holes. The intraband excitations are either re
nant with intersubband transitions in quantum wells or w
intersublevel transitions in quantum dots.18 In semiconductor
quantum wells, the decay of intersubband coherent polar
tions was analyzed by femtosecond FWM in t
midinfrared.19,20 Electron-electron scattering in the two
dimensional electron plasma was cited as the main sourc
dephasing. To our knowledge, the dephasing times assoc
with an intersublevel excitation in self-assembled quant
dots has not been investigated.

In this work, we report degenerate FWM experiments
resonance with midinfrared intersublevel transitions to stu
phase relaxation in self-assembled quantum dots. An in
sublevel transition around 7.4mm wavelength between th
valence states of the quantum dots is excited resonantl
the midinfrared with a picosecond free-electron laser. T
photon echo is measured as a function of the time de
between the incident pulses and the dephasing time is
duced from the time decay of the coherent polarization.
low temperature, the intersublevel dephasing time is fou
equal to 15 ps. This dephasing time in quantum dots is c
siderably longer than the one reported for intersubband e
tations in quantum wells. The polarization decay time is o
weakly temperature dependent up to room temperature,
ruling out phonon-assisted mechanisms as the origin of
dephasing. These features illustrate the specific phase re
ation properties associated with the three-dimensional c
finement in semiconductor quantum dots.

The InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots were gro
by molecular-beam epitaxy. The investigated sample w
previously used for different harmonic generation expe
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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ments in resonance with intersublevel transitions.21,22 The
quantum dots are modulation doped with ad doping with a
nominal concentration of 631010 cm22 lying 2 nm above
the wetting layer. Only the ground state of the quantum d
is populated. The areal dot density is estimated to be aro
431010 cm22. The vertical stacking of the quantum dot la
ers consists of 40 InAs quantum dot layers separated by
nm-thick GaAs barriers. To increase the interaction len
with the midinfrared light, the quantum dot layers are e
bedded in a waveguide. The optical confinement is provi
by a midinfrared waveguide, grown on a heavily doped
31018 cm23) GaAs substrate, which consists of
Al0.9Ga0.1As 5 mm-thick cladding layer followed by a 1.8
mm thick GaAs layer, the active region with the quantum d
layers, and a 2.3mm GaAs top layer.23 The photon echo
measurements were performed with a free-electron lase
the optical excitation. The free-electron laser delivers mac
pulses with a duration of 10ms at a repetition rate of 25 Hz
Each macropulse is constituted of micropulses with a v
able duration that can be adjusted down to 0.5 ps at a re
tion rate of 32 MHz. The copolarized infrared beams w
wave vectorsk1 andk2 are focused with a 15-cm parabol
mirror ~spot size;300 mm diameter! and injected in a non-
collinear geometry through the cleaved facet of the wa
guide with different incidence angles. The energy of t
probe pulse incident on the sample with wave vectork2 is
around 2.5mJ. In an inhomogeneously broadened system,
a delay timet between the two incident pulses, a phot
echo is emitted after the phase restoration in the direc
2k22k1 at a time delay of 2t. The amplitude of the photon
echo was measured as a function of the delay between
incident pulses with a mercury-cadmium-telluride photod
tector. Bulk GaAs or Si samples excited at normal inciden
were used as reference samples for the echo experimen

Figure 1 shows the midinfrared absorption spectrum
thep-doped quantum dot sample measured at room temp
ture in TE polarization~polarization in the layer plane of th
dots!. The absorption was measured with a microsco
coupled to a Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer. T
transmission of the waveguide quantum dot sample was

FIG. 1. Midinfrared absorption in TE polarization of the wav
guide containingp-doped self-assembled quantum dots. The tra
mission of the waveguide is normalized by the transmission o
waveguide with undoped quantum dots. The experiment is
formed at room temperature. The inset shows a cross-sec
transmission-electron microscopy image of an InAs/GaAs s
assembled quantum dot. The dot size corresponds to a height o
nm and a base diameter of 25 nm.
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malized by the transmission of a similar waveguide sam
with undoped quantum dots. In TE polarization, the abso
tion is resonant around 165 meV with a full width at ha
maximum of 30 meV. The amplitude of the absorption afte
3 mm propagation length is 7.5%. An experimental dipo
matrix element of 0.14 nm is deduced for this intersuble
transition. In TM polarization~polarization along the growth
axis of the quantum dots!, the absorption is dominated by
strong resonance around 100 meV with a 36 m
broadening.21 Separate measurements have shown that
amplitude of the absorption increases by a factor of 2 wh
the temperature of the sample is decreased down to 10
This feature indicates a more efficient charge transfer i
the dots at low temperature.

The confined valence energy states in the quantum
were calculated by solving the three-dimensional Sch¨-
dinger equation in the effective-mass approximation.22 This
calculation accounts for the flat lens shape of the quan
dots, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. To comply with t
experiment, an InAs quantum dot with a 4.5 nm height an
25 nm base diameter embedded in a GaAs matrix was c
sidered. A z-polarized intersublevel transition resona
around 110 meV between the ground stateh1 and the seventh
confined stateh7 is deduced with this geometry.24 This tran-
sition has a 0.36 nm dipole matrix element and correspo
to the dominant absorption observed in TM polarization.
higher energies, two in-plane polarized transitions betw
h1 and h8,9 and betweenh1 and h13,14 are predicted at 133
and 188 meV, respectively. Theh1-h8,9 intersublevel transi-
tion has an in-plane dipole matrix element of 0.13 nm wh
the h1-h13,14 intersublevel transition has a 0.25 nm dipo
matrix element. The uncertainty on the quantum dot str
tural parameters~size, composition! and a single-band three
dimensional effective-mass calculation do not allow an u
ambiguous assignment of the intersublevel transition at
meV. We note that the calculation predicts intersublevel tr
sitions with strong in-plane dipole matrix elements as o
served experimentally in an energy window of 30 me
around the experimental resonance. Additional informat
on the electronic structure of the dots was obtained
second-harmonic generation experiments, which have sh
a resonant enhancement of the second-harmonic po
around 168 meV with a 4 meV broadening for a TE polar
ized excitation. This enhancement of the second-order n
linear susceptibilityxzxx

(2) was associated with the achiev
ment of the double resonance between the infrared excita
and the intersublevel transitions.22 We emphasize that the
energy differences betweenh8,9 or h13,14and the closest con
fined states are around 14 and 6 meV, respectively. The
culation indicates that the confined states are relatively w
separated, i.e., there is the absence of a continuum of s
close to the confined states involved in the echo experime

Figure 2 shows the FWM signal for a reference Ga
sample and for thep-doped quantum dot sample. The me
surement was performed at low temperature~5 K!. The in-
plane polarized excitation was set at 168 meV. In the cas
the bulk GaAs sample excited far from a resonance,
dephasing occurs on a very short-time scale (T2;1/v,
where v is the excitation pulsation!.25 The duration of the
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FWM signal is therefore limited by the temporal pulse wid
A Gaussian excitation pulse width of 0.5 ps is deduced fr
this FWM signal according to the calculation explained
the following. In the case of the quantum dot sample a FW
signal considerably longer than the pulse width is measu
In addition, there is a significant signal at negative delay t
is not compatible with the finite 0.5 ps pulse duration.
homogeneously broadened systems, the polarization at a
sation 2v can induce an echo at negative time delays wit
characteristic time decay ofT2/2.26 The decay become
shorter at negative time delays as the inhomogeneous br
ening increases.27 The observation of a long FWM signa
along with a negative-delay component was only obser
for a resonance excitation around 7.4mm wavelength~168
meV!, which corresponds to the strongest resonance ass
ated with second-harmonic generation.22 The same experi-
ment performed out of this resonance at 7- and at 11–12mm
wavelength only showed a symmetric FWM signal limit
by the pulse duration. The inset of Fig. 2 shows the FW
signal measured for a 7mm excitation. At 7mm, the contri-
bution of GaAs is dominant as compared to the one of
quantum dots. The difference between 7.4 and 7mm indi-
cates that the measured echo is not associated with a ch
propagation through the GaAs waveguide. This point is f
ther reinforced by the satisfying agreement between the
periment and the theory as explained below.

In order to, first, extract to dephasing timeT2 with a pulse
of finite duration and, secondly, account for the negati
delay signal in Fig. 2, the time-integrated FWM signal w
calculated within the formalism reported in Ref. 27. At po
tive time the photon echo is essentially the result of the th
order interaction of the pump and probe pulses. At nega
delay, where the previous contribution is vanishing beca
of the short pulse duration, the echo results from the inte

FIG. 2. Low-temperature~5 K! time-integrated FWM signal ob
tained at 7.4mm ~168 meV! with a GaAs reference sample~lower
curve! and the quantum dot sample~upper curve!. The lower curve
has been offset for clarity. The dashed line corresponds to the
oretical FWM signal associated with a dephasing time of 15 ps.
delay corresponds to the delay between the two exciting pulses.
measurement is performed at low temperature~5 K!. The inset de-
picts the FWM signal for an excitation wavelength of 7.0mm in the
quantum dot sample.
15331
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tion of the electric field of the pump beam with the cohere
second-order polarization at 2v created by the probe beam
We have considered Gaussian pulse excitations and num
cally calculated the total third-order polarization that radia
the echo. Because of the multiple integrals, special care
devoted to ascertain the validity of the successive numer
integrations. The inhomogeneous broadening involved
the single resonant polarizations is 30 meV. However,
relevant broadening associated with the resonant enha
ment of the second harmonic is not the broadening of
absorption but rather the spectral width of the double re
nance, which is much smaller. In the calculation, we cons
ered for the latter one a 0.5 meV broadening, in reasona
agreement with the theoretical 1 meV value reported in R
22 ~note that the experimental data at room temperature
Ref. 22 are limited by the sampling!. This broadening has to
be compared with the upper value of 0.6 meV reported
resonant second-harmonic generation between the con
tion states ofn-doped quantum dots.28 For the calculation,
T15T2/2 and C50.038 were assumed according to no
tions of Ref. 27. The simulation of the echo intensity
shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the time delay. At positi
time, for an inhomogeneously broadened system such a
intersublevel transition in self-assembled quantum dots,
echo decays as exp(24t/T2). Note that the polarization origi-
nating from the double resonancedoes notcontribute to the
signal at positive delays. A dephasing timeT2;15 ps is de-
duced from the decay. At negative delays a satisfying ag
ment is also obtained from this value.

The value of the dephasing time should first be compa
with that reported for intersubband excitations in quant
wells. Typical dephasing times of the order of 200–300
were reported by time-integrated FWM experiments19 per-
formed with a resonant intersubband excitation at 260 m
in n-doped InGaAs/AlInAs quantum wells. Electron-electro
interactions were shown to be the dominant source
dephasing. The dephasing time measured for an intersub
excitation is almost two orders of magnitude longer. It
attributed to the three-dimensional confinement of the qu
tum dots. The value of the intersublevel dephasing time
also different from those reported for interband excitations
the quantum dots. Room-temperature measurements in
GaAs quantum dots did show interband dephasing tim
around 200 fs.13 The coherent dynamics following an inte
band excitation of the excited levels was also studied
near-field coherent excitation spectroscopy and wave-pa
interferometry.14,15 In the latter work, various values ofT2’s
up to 90 ps were reported depending on the energy sep
tion between confined levels. These large values ofT2 indi-
cate that phonon emission processes can be significa
quenched due to a strong reduction of available phase sp
A dominant dephasing mechanism based on interlevel ca
relaxation was proposed. Since the energy-level separatio
these quantum dots was of the order of a few meV, the
tersublevel carrier relaxation was found to be assisted
longitudinal-acoustical phonons.

The dephasing time measured in the present experim
corresponds to an homogeneous broadening at full widt
half maximum of the intersublevel transitionG52\/T2
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;87meV. We emphasize that this FWM experiment pr
vides measurement of the homogeneous broadening o
intersublevel transition in InAs/GaAs self-assembled qu
tum dots. The average 87meV linewidth has to be compared
for example, with the 4 meV linewidth measured by tim
integrated FWM experiments in resonance with intersubb
excitations around 100 meV in high-quality GaAs/AlGaA
quantum wells.20

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of
dephasing time measured for an excitation at 168 meV.
striking feature is that the dephasing time only exhibits
weak temperature dependence up to room temperature.
temperature dependence is in sharp contrast with the
usually observed for interband excitations or that is theor
cally predicted.12 In the case of interband excitations in In
GaAs self-assembled quantum dots, long dephasing ti
have been measured at low temperature.13 Meanwhile a
stronger temperature dependence was observed, with de
ing times decreasing from 630 ps at low temperature to
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ture. This lower sensitivity implies that the dephasing time
longer at room temperature as compared to the depha
time of interband excitations, even if it is shorter at lo
temperature.

The question arises as to whether the dephasing is a
ciated with population relaxation or pure dephasing proce
The lack of a strong temperature dependence as show
Fig. 3 rules out the role of phonons as the main source
dephasing in the single-particle electronic picture. Altern
dephasing mechanisms associated with carrier interaction
impurity scattering could be at the origin of the decay of t
intersublevel polarization. The measurement of the deph
ing times indicates a slowing of the intersublevel energy
laxation as compared to two-dimensional systems since
phase relaxation occurs either by population relaxat
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